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AB TRACT 
'Jhb study sought to find out the strategies that mobile phone companies in Kenya are 
using to coumer the challenges brought about by Mobile Number Portability. Mobile 
Number Ponabilny is u nc\\ phenomenon in Kenya, who is among the tew countries in 
Africa that have embraced this mobile technology. With this technology mobile phone 
subscribers maintain their number regardless of the network they are using. l'o the 
subscriber 1t carries many benefits where as to the service provider it 1s a great source of 
compl!titiOn. The study has looked at the strategies that all the four companies in Ken)a 
are adopting to ensure gain or maintain of the subscriber market share I he studted 
cumpanit!s are Safancom, Airtel, Orange and Yu. The! study found that ri\alry intluence 
by buyers, strong business influence by suppliers, operating costs, and advertising are the 
challenges that all respondents were in agreement faced Mobile Number Portability. 
System failure was found to be a challenge to some companies and not to others. Making 
products unique from the rest, focusing on differentiation on a niche market, outsourcing, 
making unexpected or unpredictable moves, were the strategies used by majority of the 
respondents to deal with challenges of Mobile Number Portability. Training and 
empowering of employees was considered an important strategy in coping up with the 
challenges of mobile number portability. Presenting current products and services to new 
market::; is a strategy that was moderately adopted by mobile companies. Though 
retrenchment of turnaround was indicated as a strategy in dealing with mobile number 
portability, it was found that the strategy was not used by all mobile service providers. 
The recommendation made included; an adoption of differentiation strategy through 
making products unique and work towards achievement of competitive advantages so as 
to increase their customer loyally. adoption of best price strategy as a way of coping with 
competition while achieving profit making goals, Training of employees to increase their 
efficiency and competence in dealing with teething problems of mobile number 
portability. A further study to be carried on other factors affecting mobile number 
portability apart from the chaJJenges and strategies covered in this study. A similar study 
covering beneficiaries ( Customers ) of mobile number portability process to establish 
whether the challenges mentioned by service providers are similar challenges faced by 
the customers . 
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CHAPTER O~E: I TRODUCTIO 

1.1 Background of the tudy 

Competauon m the market place has evolved O\'er time, from when market~ \\ere 

considered perfect, to currently where most markets ar~ considered imperfect. In perfect 

market, it as a!i!iUJned that; customer demand is homogenous within industnes, resources 

(land, labour and capital) availability is homogenous, customer's preferences and tastes 

were the same, etc. This is guided by the Neoclassacal Perfect Competition theory. On the 

other hand Hunt and Morgan (1995) argue that with the evolution of strategy, markets are 

indeed imperfect. In this market; industries or firms are competing for limited resources, 

individual tastes and preferences are diverse, rivalry as a result of competi tion exist 

among firms in the same industry, customer and firm information is imperfect and costly 

etc. They therefore insist that Comparative Advantage theory better explains the macro 

and micro phenomena of competition. This study therefore, has shown that firms within 

an mdustry respond differently to a similar challenge posed, because of the imperfection 

in the market. In this competition, each fmn is aiming to gain superior financial 

performance over the rest. 

Mobile Number Portability, the technology that allows mobi le subscribers to migrate 

between different networks while maintaining their telephone number, is finally in Kenya 

where the telecommunication market is imperfect. For Mobi le Phone Service providers 

this is a great challenge because other than ga ining custom ers one may also lose to his 

competitor. Moreover, Mobile Number Portability levels the ground for all the players in 

thas industry causing each provider to work extra hard and/or smart so as to have a 

competitive edge. Thas study has found out strategies that Mobile Phone Service 

Providers are putting an place to ensure they acquired more, as well as retained the lo}alty 

of their existing customers. The results of the study, gives insight to Mobile Phone 

Service Providers on how to use Mobile Number Portability to their advantage. 
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1.1. 1 Concept of trateg)· 

(}trategy has been \'ariously defined by different scholar:,. Thompson. Stncklnnd and 

Gamble (201 0,6) define a company's strategy as consisting of the .. competitive mo\'es 

and busint:ss approaches that managers employ to grow tht: business, attract and please 

customers, complete successfully, conduct operations and achie\e the targeted levels of 

organizatiOnal performance." They add that a good stratt:gy is the one that will ensure the 

company achit:\ t::, sustainable! competitive advantage. 

Wheelen and hunger (2008) define strategy as a master plan that states how the 

organization will achieve its mission and objective. David (2009, 44) also defines 

strategy as '·means by which long term objectives will be achieved." He argues that all 

firms have a strategy whether informal, unstructured or sporadic. A company's strategy is 

partl} proactive and partly reactive because of the changing environment. Therefore 

according to Thompson, Strickland and Gamble (2010) a company's strategy is always a 

work m progress. Strategy has also been defined as a vehicle for communication and co

ordination within organizations. It is a unifying theme that gives coherence and direction 

to the actions and decisions of an individual or organization. Aime (1997) defines 

strategy as "what has to be done and how, to enhance a company's success and survivaL" 

The Process School argues that for a strateg) to be effective it has to be implemented. 

The two i.e. strategy formulation and implementation are inseparable. According to the 

school, Strategy is constantly adjusted in light of experience. 

1.1.2 Concept of Mobile Number Portability 

Mobile Number Portability is the technology that allows one to migrate between different 

networks while maintaining their telephone number. It is currently being practiced in 

USA, Australia, South Africa, India among others including Kenya, which is among the 

few countries m Africa that have embraced the service. In Kenya it was launched on ls1 

April 2011, and has been centralized in the sense U1at it's being offered by a third 

company. (www.cck.go.ke) 
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For ~fobile Phofl{,; . ~r. ice Pro\idcrs, Mobile umber Portability create:; level playing 

ground especial!} for new entrants into the Market. It also ensures operator:) enhance 

their Quality ot Service. For Customer:; it give:) them more choict:s, and due to mcreased 

competition it may lead to reduction of tariffs. Ilov.ever the consumt!r losses 

supplementary or value added st:rvice!) and each operator may not accept responsibility 

tor mcomplctc porting requests (www.safaricom.co.ke). 

The porting Process entails, one approaching the recipient net\\ork to make the request, 

where he she 1s issued with a new Sim-Card of the recipient network. From the prev1ous 

Sim-Card he/she sends the message ''Port/ I lama" to 1502 and later receive a 

confirmation text on whether the process has been successfuL That is when he/she will 

change to his new Sim-card. Once one has ported to a new network he bas a window 

period of 14da)s to port back. Once this elapses then he/she will have to stay with the 

new network for at least 60 days before porting again (Communications Commission of 

Kenya. 2011 ). 

1.1.3 Mobile Phone Service Providers in Kenya. 

Mobile Phone Service Provides currently in Kenya are Safaricom, Airtel, Orange and Yu 

(www.cck.go.ke). Safaricom Limited was formed in 1997 as a fully owned subsidiary of 

Telkom Kenya. Currently 40° ·o of its shares are owned by Vodafone, 35% Government, 

and 25% Public. 1 he company oiTers a number of services which include Voice, Data, 

M-pesa (Mobile Phone Money transfer service), etc. It also engages in charitable 

functions where it helps the less fortunate in the society mostly through the Safaricom 

foundation (\VW\v.safaricom.co.ke). 

Airtel Kenya is an international company owned by Dhati India. Ait1el Kenya is a result 

of Kencell (2002), which was re-branded to CeJtel (2004) then Lain (2008) and now 

Airtel (20 I 0) due to change m ownership. Airtel offers data, voice, money transfer 

services among others (www.ke.zain.com). Orange Kenya, previously known as Telkom 

Kenya had been a government telecommunication monopoly for several years before the 

other players came into the market. Since December 2007, 51% of its capitaJ is owned 
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b) France Telkom. Orange offer!> both Fixed line and Mobile Telephone ervice:s making 

it the only integrated tdecommunications :solutions provider operating in Kenya 

(www.orange.co.ke) . On the other hand Yu, also known as Essar Telecom Kenya 

Limited is the youngest Mobile Phone Service Provider in Kenya. It's owned by Essar 

Group. Its mam target is the vibrant youth who are many and would want to call almost 

for free, thus the latt!st promotion 'all charges dropped' (vA\'W.yu.co.ke) 

1.2 tatement of the Problem 

Compames do not exist m solitude. Therefore other than the internal factors, Thompson, 

Strickland and Gamble (20 1 0) argue that "All companies operate in a macroenvironment 

shaped b) influences emanating from general economic conditions; population 

demographics; societal values and lifestyles; legislation and regulations; technology; and, 

closer to home, the industry and competitive environment in v. hich the company 

operates." Therefore this necessitates the need to employ strategies in order to gain 

competitive advantage. 

Mobile Number Portability is a service that allows the Mobile Phone subscribers to 

switch Mobile Operators \\hile keeping their number. It will enable the subscriber avoid 

costs of switching to a new number which include; informing other parties of the number 

change, changing stationary and/or even business cards. The subscribers also enjoy the 

benefi ts of quality service and moving to any service provider with the best tariff deal. 

For Mobile phone service providers, Mobile Number Portability levels the ground for all 

pla)ers in the market as a result reducing significantly competitive advantage over the 

new entrants. The ongoing price war among the Mobile Phone Companies in a bid to 

retain customers or attract them into their fold, threatens their survival as they may like!)' 

not be meeting their operational costs. Mobile Number Portability makes it worse 

because it allows for the customer to easily switch over to another operator. Loss of 

customers threatens the financial stabi lity of the operator. There has been selfish 

competition - as has been the case with Safaricom and Airtel. Safaricom refused to let the 

customers• port out with the money they had in Safaricom•s M-Pesa service- making it 
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ine\ itable for the customers to pon back. Mobile Phone.: Service Pro\ iders therefore have 

to come up with competitive and sustainable strategic:> in order to maintain their 

customer loyalty 

Various studies have been done on the mobile phone industry and challenges that face it. 

Kiplimo (2008) looked at the challenges faced by telecommumcatlon operators in Ken)a 

that are brought about by globalization. Kamanda (20 I 0), K1pkimi (2008) and Rumba 

(2008) among others looked at the strategies adopted to face the competition. Wandera 

(2008) and Jumba (2010) studied on the Customer loyalty and Retention strategies in the 

Mobile phone Industry. However, one challenge increasing competition is Mobile 

Number Portability. It is a new phenomenon and the researcher did not find any study on 

it. This study therefore found out, which challenges of Mobile Number Portability face 

Mobile Phone Service Providers in Kenya. And the strategies these service providers are 

adopting m order to cope_with the Number Portability challenges. 

1.3 Objectives of the study 

The objectives of the study were; 

1. To determine the challenges of Mobile Number Portability faced by Mobile 

Phone Service Providers in Kenya 

11. To determine strategies adopted by Mobile Phone Service Providers in Kenya to 

cope with the challenge of Mobile Number Portability. 

1.4 Va lue of the study 

This study will help Mobile Phone Service Providers enhance their strategies of coping 

\vtth Mobile Number Portability. It will help them evaluate their SWOT analysis and 

work on it so as to achieve competitive advantage. For the new entrants, this study will 

inform them of the challenges faced, therefore prepare before venturing in. fhe study 

will help the Regulator assess the challenges of Mobile Number Portabilit} faced by the 

comparues and therefore improve the effectiveness of Mobile Number Portability. This 

study will update the knowledge and understanding of scholars on MNP and the 
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Strategies the 'tvtobile Phone Service Providers and employing in order to gain 
competitive advantage. It will also be used as literature and/or point of reference in future 
studies and will be an eye opener where further studies may be necessary. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERAT RE REVIE\ V 

2.1 Concept of Strategy 

·A company's strategy IS management's action plan for running the business and 

conducting operations' (Thompson, Stnckland and Gamble 2010). Pearce & Robinson 

( 1994, 4) define strategy as a company's game plan. 'I hey continue to sa> that the plan 

may not have all future deplo}menrs of resources but will provide a frame work for 

managt!rial decision:.. Strategy has also been defined as "a large scale future oriented 

plans for interacting with competitive environment to achieve company objectives" 

(Pearce, Robinson and Mota!, 2007). 

Every organization has a set Vision and Mission which will only be achieved through 

strategies. Strategies in essence define how the goals and objectives will be realized. 

Thompson et al (2010) say strategy '·represents a managerial commitment to pursue a 

particular set of actions in growing the business attracting & pleasing as well as 

competing successfully". They allude that a strategy guides the organization and makes 

managers aware of opportunities and threats presented by the changing environment. 

Pearce and Robinson (I 997) state that. a strategy will help the company identify how, 

when anJ where it should compete and the reasons why. Hayes & Upton (1998) argue 

that a strategy not only helps the company meet the challenge of competition but also 

enable a company attack competitors successfully. No wonder Joel Ross and Michael 

Kami in Thompsons et al (20 l 0) state that "without a strategy the organization is like a 

ship without a rudder". According to Koch (2006) strategy helps the business; to define 

the different parts of the business and what needs to he done differently so as to achieve 

success, to know most profits and cash are made and the reasons why, to understand 

customers perspectives, identify areas of weaknesses and strengths and where more 

efforts should be concentrated, identify missing skills etc. 
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2.2 Concept of Competition 

Compeution has been defined as a contest between individuals, o1gani:auion \\hO nrc 

striving tor the !;arne goal. n1is goal could be geared tO\\h..u-u.s limited resource . ''When 

two or more businesses sell the same goods or service, they are competing for the same 

market. When bus messes compete, they try to find ways to get } ou to choo e them. 

Buyers get to choose where to spend their money. This is competition in the 

marketplace" (WW\\.econedlink). Kother (2004) argues that competitor:; arc companies 

that satisfy the same customer needs. 

Competition is everywhere and is healthy. In an industry where there is competition, 

consumers end up getting what they want. Each company will stnvc to put its hcst tc)Ol 

forward by being creatiYe. Competition therefore leads to innovation 

Umorganmarketing.com). Competition has been noted to affect the company dirc:ctly or 

indirectly. Whichever the case Susan Oakes emphasizes that competition is good for any 

business because; it aJlows one to think and stop being complacent, helps identify threats, 

strengths and weaknesses of a business, "provides an alternative for customers who arc 

not a good fit for your business", pushes the business to prO\.Jde better products and 

services etc (www.m4bmarketing.com) 

2.3 Challenges of Competition 
Competition influences a firm's prices costs and required investments according to 

Thompson et al (2010). There are five Generic forces U1at the influences the competitive 

nature of an industry. However there are also olher challenges which affect competition. 

Therefore in this study they were categorized into two as below. 

2.3.1 Porter's Five force Model 

Substitute Products are a great source of competition m any industry because, when 

substitute products are readily available & attractively priced, it creates "competitive 

pressure by placing a ceiling on the prices industry can charge without giving an 

mcentive to switch to substitutes and risking sales erosion" (Thompson et, al 2010). 

David (2009) also states that Substitute Products put a ceiling on the price that can be 
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charged before consumers switch to the sub~titute product. The Price ceiling puts a lid on 

the profits that a finn can get unless it IO\\ers costs. J le adds that ··when substitutes are 

cheaper than an industry's product, industry members come under heavy competitive 

pressure to reduce their price and find ways to absorb price cuts with cost reduction" 

According Thomson at al (20 I 0) '·competition from good performing substitutes 

unleashe~ competitive pressure on industry participants to incorporate new performance 

features and attributes that makes their product offering more competitive". They add that 

high switching costs to substitute will deter customers from sw1tching or will weaken 

competitive pleasure, therefore the industry has to work hard to ensure those costs e.g. 

time and convenience, quality , reliability other relationships, psychological costs are 

high. For the substitute to offset these high switching costs, then it wiJI entice customers 

wilh price discounts & additional performance enhancement. 

The level of competition in an industry is greatly affected by the buying power of its 

suppliers. If the cost of acquiring the inputs is high, then it will translate to the price of 

final product's outputs. This in turn affects the profitabili ty of the company and 

especially where there is a lot of competition and a price list has been set. Thomson et al. 

state that Suppljers bargaining is stronger when; there is high cost of switching to 

alternative supplier, when inputs are in short supply, when supplier has differentiated 

input that enhance quality, when suppliers are few and when supplier threaten to integrate 

forward. 

David (2009) alludes; in an industry where buyers are many or buy in volumes then their 

bargaining power affect the intensity of competition. Rival finns may therefore offer 

extended warranties or special services to gain customer loyalty. He adds that customers 

gain increasing bargaining power when; it is inexpensive to switch to another brand or 

substitute, a buyer is important to the seller, customer demand is low, buyers are 

informed that products prices and cost the buyer has decision on whether and when to 

buy a product. 

Competition is in an industry create rivalry among participating firm. Thompson et al 

(2010), argue that every seller is ready to do whatever is in their power, in order to 
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·improve their market pos1t10n, strengthemng their market posiuon v. ith buyer and cam 

good profit", making a market is competitive battle field. Accorchng to David (2009), 

ri\alry increase when; the number of competitors increase, as compt:lltors become more 

equal in sue and capability, as price culling becomes common, when customers can 

S\\ltch brands easily, barriers to leave are h1gh, fixed cost are high etc. When nvalry 1s 

strong 'I hompson et al (2010) argue that the seller firm will therefore ha\'e to use weapon 

of battling rivals and attraction buyers. These weapons include lowenng price adding 

more or different features, improving product performance, increase quality, strengthen 

Brand image and appeal ,increase selection of models and st} les better or bigger dealer 

network, increase advertising, improve customer service capabilities etc. 

David (2009), states that when firms can easily enter a particular industry, then 

competition within that industry will increase. Therefore there needs to be barriers. J'hesc 

barriers includes gaining economies of scale, gaining technology, strong customer 

loyalty, large capital requirements, Government regulatory policies, patents etc. However 

despite aJl these barners, the existing company may still face challenges because 'the new 

firms sometimes enter the industry with higher quality products, lower prices & 

substantial market resources'. He adds that this may cause the existing firm to lower its 

price, extend warranties, and add features on its products. 

2.3.2 Other Challenges of Competition 

Competition leads to 'cut throat pricing'. Each firm or organization will try to offer its 

products and services at the best price possible, and this in some case may be lower than 

for all the operators m the market. This under-pricing is usually to win customers over. 

In such instances other companies will be forced to follow suite so as not to lose the 

clientele. This may not work well for some companies especially where there operating 

costs are high, thus reducing their overall profits. 

Increased competition will cause the operating costs of a company to shoot up. This is 

because a lot has to be invested in order to gain competitive advantage. New machinery 

may need to be bought, a lot more promotions and advertising may need to be done, the 
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compan) may need to set aside a little more for research and development. more trainings 
may need to be done so as to keep the staiT updated, afier sale service may have to be 
used as a retention mechanism, loyalty schemes may have to introduced, input materials 
rna) be costly due to demand etc. all these wtll definitely cost the company. 

Kother (2004) argues that competition may cause an organization to lose focus on its core 
objecuve in the name of fighting compehllon. The organizatton will work hard at 
outsmarting competition rather that satisfying customer needs and expectations. In thts 
process it tends to misplace it priorities. The company may redefine its strategies in cases 
where the signals may have been misread thus affecting the core strategies. In 
competitive environments, the company overemphasizes on current and known 
competitors and ignores the potential entrants and the small competitors. 

Price Reductions or better service as a result of competition will definitely cause 
customers to shift to where they deem best, dependent on the Pricing, Service quality and 
quality of the products, convenience etc. This shift. affects the customer base of a 
company where there are gainers and losers. For the company where customers have 
moved from, the profits will be affected and therefore have to look for a way to cover up 
the gap. 

2.4 trategies for Coping with Competition 
Porter ( 1998), states that the most successful strategies for dealing with the five forces of 
competition in order for a firm to outperform others in an industry are; Cost leadership, 
Differentiation and Focus. These three have further been divided to, ·Porters five Generic 
Strategies', namely; LO\\ - cost strategy, Best- cost strategy, Differentiation, focused low
cost strategy and Focused differentiated strategy. However Ansofrs Growth Strategies 
and Pearce and Robinson's Grand Strategies as discussed below, also ways of coping 

with Competition. 

2.4.1 Porter's Generic Strategies 

This strategy depicts that the firm should strive to minimize its costs as much as possible 
in order to maintain a higher profit margin. According to Porter ( 1998) Cost leadership 
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require~ ··aggrc::;sive construction of efficient -scale facilities, vigorous pur::;uit of cost 

reductions from expenence, tight cost and overht:ad control and cost minimization in 

areas like R&D, advertising and so on,. When a fim1 has worked at keeping its costs IO\\.' 

then it can defend itself from ri\ al competitors who may compete away their profits and 

from powerful buyers who may cause the pnces to go down (Porter, 1998). I Ie continues 

to say that ach ieving a low overall cost requires relative market share or other advantages 

like access to raw materials. 

In the low- cost provider s trategy, David (2009) says that when a finn integrates 

forward, backward or horizontal it's a strategy of wanting to achieve low costs. I le adds 

that the low cost strategy is effective where; the market is composed of many price 

sensitive buyers, there are few ways to differentiate a product, buyers are not sensi tive to 

differences from brand to brand, or when the buyers are many with a significant 

bargaining power. He argues that the basic idea of this strategy is to under price the 

competitors and gain market share, however insists that, a firm needs not to use 

aggressive price cuts that make their own profits are low or nonexistent. Thompson et al 

(20 I 0) points out that 'other than striving for a cost advantage over rivals, managers must 

take care to include e features and services that buyers consider essential'. 

Strategies for achieving low cost advantage should be difficult and expensive for rivals to 

imitate. Both Thomson et al (20 1 0) and David (2009) have shown that the two major 

ways to achieve low cost advantage is for the company to; perform value chain activities 

more cost effectively than rivals and revamp the firms overall value chain to e liminate 

some cost producing activities. That means each cost activity to be looked into and 

factors that cause the cost to be high determined. According to Thompson et al (20 I 0) 

this strategy can be used in two ways to increase company's profits. First by achieving 

low costs the company can therefore under price its products compared to rivals hence 

attract many buyers who in turn increase total profits. Secondly, it may maintain the 

present price, be content with the current market share but then use the low cost to earn 

h1gher profits. 
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·· fhe competita\ e advantage of a best cost provider is lov.er CO!>ls than rivals 

incorporating upscale attributes, putting the company 111 a position to under price rivals 

whose products have similar upscale attributes'' (fhompson. Stnckland and Gamble, 

2010). The) continue to say that for the strategy to work effectively then a firm must be 

able to; first, add attractive features at lower cost than rivals whose products have samilar 

features. Secondly, produce products of good to excellent quality at a lower cost. lhirdly, 

products should deliver good to excellent performance, and lastly, provide attmctivc 

customer service at a lower cost than the rivals. 

Differentiation strategy aims at the firm making its product Unique e.g. in design or 

brand image, technology, features, Customer service dealer network etc. porter insists 

that in differentiating a product the firm does not ignore costs. It's just that it that cost is 

not a major strategic target. The strategy works effectively in a market where buyer's 

needs and preferences are very diverse, there are many ways to differentiate a product 

and this differences are considered valuable, rivals following a similarly differentiating 

approach are few, 'technological change is fast and competition revolves around rapidly 

evolving product features (Thompson et al, 20 I 0). They add that It is very important for 

the firm to learn what buyers consider important, has value and are willing to pay which 

are then incorporated it into the product. David (2009) also points out that study of the 

buyer is essential before differentiation. Lynch (2009) says that one should note that as 

much as differentiation attracts benefits it also bares a cost. 

Successful differentiation allows for a fum to; command premium price for its product, 

increase unit sales, and gain customer loyalty. According to David 

(2009) special differentiation features may include superior service, spare parts 

avaiJability, engineering design, product performance useful life, ease of use etc. 

However the firm needs to be careful that their differentiating strategy is not easily 

imitated, adds value, and is not over or weakly differentiated, not too much is spent on it 

to the extent that profits are eroded. 

According to Porter (1998) Focused Strategy is the final generic strategy. It focuses on a 

particular group of buyers, segment of a product line etc. Other scholars like David 
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(2009) ha\ c called it a market niche. He agree:; that Lhe:;e segment:; are defined by, 

geographic uniqueness, specialized requirements in using the product's special allrihutcs 

that appeal only to niche member:;. 'The strategy rests on the premtse that the firm is 

lim:; able to serve its narrO\\ strategic target more effectively or efficiently than 

compeutors who are competing more broadly'( Porter I 998). 

This strategy has been split into two, by different scholars e.g. Thompson et al (20 J 0) and 

Da .. id (2009) among others. These two are: Focused low- cost, and Focused 

differentiated. They incorporate both differentiation and overall cost leadership strategies. 

In fact Thompson et al (20 J 0) argues that 'what sets focused strategies apart from low

cost leadership and or broad differentiation strategies is concentrated attention on a 

narrow piece of total market' . 

·Focus low cost strategy secures competitive advantage by serving buyers in target 

market niche at a lower cost and at a lower price than rival competi tors' Thompson et al 

(20 1 0) on the other hand, they continue to say that "a focused strategy keyed to 

differentiation aims at securing a competitive advantage with a product offering carefully 

designed to appeal to the unique preferences and needs of a narrow well defmed group of 

buyers". 

2.4.2 Ansofrs Growth strategies 

These have been divided into four namely Market Development, Diversification, and 

Market Penetration and Product development strategies. A nsoff developed a matrix 

where he compared ex isting and new markets together with existing and new product. 

Therefore for Market Development Strategy, the market is new while products are 

present or existing. Wheelen and Hunger (2008) argue that when a company uses this 

strategy, it can "capture a larger share of the existing market for the current products 

through market saturation and market penetration or develop new markets for current 

products." 

Diversification strategy is where new products are introduced to nt!W markets. For Ansoff 

this strategy stands out than all the others because it requires a company to acquire new 
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:skill s, technique:s and facilities. Accordmg to W\\V. .mba-tutorials com, di\'ersification 
other than de\'elopment of new products or markets , it abo includes acqmsition of finns, 
fom1ation of alliances, licensing of ne"' technologies etc. the three types of 
di\er.sification are concentric, honzontal and conglomerate Concentric dtversific,ttJon is 
where industries have a technologica l similarity, horizontal diversification is where new 
products or servtces are unrelated to current products Conglomerate! lateral 
diversification, i.s where the new products have no technological or commercial 
.synergtes with current products but that may appeal to new groups of customers. 

Market penetration strategy is where a company enters/penetrates a market with current 
products. This is achieved by gaining customers from the competitors. Therefore the 
company would have to convince the non users and encourage the current users to use 
more of the product. This is done mainly through advertising. 

New product development strategy is where the market is present and the product is new. 
Wheelen and I Iunger (2008) argue that in this strategy the firm can develop products for 
existing markets or develop new products for new markets. "Market penetration strategy 
can be implemented by offering sales, Increasing sales force, increase distribution and 
promotion of products, more" (www.mba-tutorials.com) 

2.4.4 Pearce and Robinson Grand Strategies. 
One of their strategies is formation of alliances and partnerships with other firms. "A 
strategic alliance is a formal agreement between two or more separate companies in 
which there is relevant collaboration of some sort, joint contribution of recourses, shared 
risk, shared control, and mutual dependence" (Thompson , Strickland and Gamble, 2008). 
They continue to say that alliances help the company; achieve important objectives, 
enhance a core competence or competitive advantage, block a competitive threat, open up 
new market opportunities, and mitigate any risk. 

Mergers and acquisitions are used where alliances and partnerships don' t go far enough 
to provide the company with the needed recourses and capabilities. Thompson et aJ 
(2008) alludes that Mergers and acquisitions help; to create a more cost effective 
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operation out of the combined companies, to expand the geographical co\erage, to extend 
the company's business into new product categories, to gain access to new technologies 
or olher recourses and competitive capabilltJes, etc. 

Venical integration, involves expanding backwards into sources of supply and/or forward 
toward the end user. Integrating backwards is a cost cutting strategy, where the company 
will bt! able to save some costs and in turn boost profitability. Integrating forward 
enhances competition according to Thompson et at (20 I 0) this is because the company 
will 'gain access to end users and better market visibility.' 

··outsourcing involves farming out certain value chain activities to outside vendors" 
(Thompson et at, 2008). They add that outsourcing allows for the firm to focus its 
energies on its core competencies and may as weJJ get these outsourced activities from 
the experts at a cheaper rate. Outsourcing; reduces the firms risk exposure to changing 
technologies or changing buyer preferences, allows for the company to be innovative, 
concentrate its energies on what is very important, allows for efficiency and the company 
to achieve competitive advantage etc. 

Offensive strategies focus on improving market position and build competitive 
advantage. In this strategy the company does what unpredictable and unexpected by its 
competitors such that the competitors are taken by surprise and are put in a position 
where they cannot easily defend themselves. These strategies according to Thompson et 
at (2008) include, attacking competitive weakness of the rivals, deliberately attacking 
market segments where a key rival makes big profits, using guerilla warfare tactics to 
grab sales and market share from complacent and distracted rivals, heing the first to adopt 
new generation technologies, offering an equally good or better product at a lower price 
etc. on the other hand defensive strategies lower the risk of being attacked and weaken 
the impact of being attacked. This is done by blocking the avenues open to chaJiengers 
and signaling them that retaliation is likely. 

The success of any organization is dependent on the knowledge behind it. Many 
companies have used this strategy to counter competition. Companies have invested 
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heavily in research and dc\'elopment as well as ensuring the staff is well equipped. 

Compamcs maintain continuous running training programs and workshops to ensure staff 
are up-to-date with the required skills and knowledge. Some staff is even sent for 
trainings and experience overseas where technology is more advanced. 

Heayy promotions have worked for companies facing strong competition. To survive in a 
vel) competitive environment, one has to remain relevant. This is achieved by creating 

awareness of the products and services and why they are better than the rest. When a 
company has new or improved product, it has to make the public aware. Any free offers 

and price reductions on the products and services, bas to be made known to the public. 
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CHA PTER THREE: RESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY 

3.1 Researc h Design 

fhe stud} was conducted through a cross -sectional descriptive survey •\ccording to 
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2007) a survey aiiO\\:. for a collection of a large amount 
of data from sizable population in a highl> economical way. Furthem1ore, ~fugc:nda and 
J\fugenda (2003) argue that a surve} is ideal for detennining the current status of a 
population with respect to one or more variables. They add that u survey is best for 
determining a population that is too large to be sampled or be observed directly. 

3.2 Population of the Study 

Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) define population as an entire group of individuals' events 
or objects having common observable characteristics. Kothari (2004) further adds that the 
target population is the total number of respondents in the total environment of interest to 
Lhe researcher. For the purpose of this study, the target population included; all the 
Mobile Phone Service Providers cunently operating in Kenya. According to the 
Communication Commissions of Kenya, they are four namely; Safaricom, 1\i rteJ, Orange 
andYU. 

3.3 Data Collection Method 
The study used primary data which was collected usmg a semi structured questionnaire 
which were administered either by personal interview or 'drop and pick later' method. 
The questionnaire was divided into three parts where, Part One focused on the company's 
background, Part Two on the challenges brought about by Mobile Number Portability 
and Part Three, dealt on strategies that are being implemented by these companies to 
fight the challenges of competition brought about by Mobile Number Portability. There 
~,.,·as also an open ended question so as to ensure additional information was not left out. 
The researcher interviewed strategy managers in respective companies, because managers 
are considered useful in availing sufficient information. 
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3..1 Data Analysis 
According to Babbie (2004) quantitative analysis is the numerical representation and 
mnnipulruion of obsc:rvations for the purpose of describing and explaming the phenomena 
that those ob:,crvations reflect. r·requencies and percentages were used in the analy:,is and 
tables and figures will be generated during the analysis. To facilitate analysb of the data, 
each variable in the questionnaire will be assigned a numerical representation and the 
re:sponses from each respondent will be coded usmg a defined codmg scheme to facilitate 
in data analysis. 

rn analyzing the questionnaire quantitative methods were used to analyze and present 
data which entails the use of descriptive statistics. Descriptive methods have the 
advantage of summarizing measures, which are used to condense raw data into forms that 
supply information efficiently (Mugenda and Mugenda, 1999). For the data described by 
respondents through \\Tiling, qualitative data analysis was undertaken to reduce the data 
to a more manageable and intelligible set of observations which were then categorized 
and appropriately coded. The data was then analyzed and a report written from the 
findings. 
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II PTER FOl'R: RE EARCII FI DI G A ·o DI C 10 

~.J Introduction 
Ibis chapter has discussed the study findings on the challenges affecting mobile number 

porwbility in K~nya. fhe chapter represented the study findings under the following 
subsections; background information, challenges aficcting mobile number portability and 
.strategies adopted by mobile serv1ce prov1ders to cope up with the challenges of mobile 
number pnrtahility. 

On the response rate, the study targeted 4 respondents dealing with Mobile Number 
Portability at the four mobile service providers in Kenya i.e. Safaricom, Airtel, Yu and 
Telkom. Three out of 4 respondents responded to the questionnaire, a response rate of 
75% which was adequate enough to address the study objectives. This indicated that the 
resuJts represented in this study could be used to represent the challenges facing Mobile 
Number Portability and strategies adopted by Mobile Phone Service Providers to address 
these challenges. 

4.2 Organizational Bio-data 

Organizational Bio data was examined through establishing the respondent's years of 
experience at work and the nature of ownership of the Mobile Service Providing 
Companies examined. The finding was presented and discussed as below. 

4.2.1 Experience of work 

In order to seek respondents understanding of the study objectives, the study sought to 
find out their years of service on the respective companies examined. The findings were 
presented in Table 4.1 
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Table 4.1: Re ·pondent experience of work 

Freguency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
--~ 3 \'ears and bdov. 2 66.7 66.7 66.7 

5-7 Year:s I 33.3 33.3 100.0 Total 3 100.0 100.0 

Majority (66.7%) of the respondents confirmed having worked for their respective 
orgam/.ttton~ fbr a period of 1 years ami bdow while 33.3% said that they had \\Orked 
for a period of 5-7 years. Though respondents indicated having worked for 3 years and 
below in thdr respectt'<e companies, there was an indication of an understanding the 
challenges affecting mobtle number portability since it is a recently introduced concept in 
the mobile industry. 

4.2.2 Company ownership 

The ownershtp of the companies examined was sought in order to find out the role of 
different stakeholders in addressing the challenges facing mobile number portability as 
wdl their role in s trategiling o n how to cope up with this challenges. The study fmdings 
to this effect, was presented on Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Ownership structure. 

Frequency Percent Val id Percent Cumulative Percent 
Privately owned 1 33.3 33.3 33.3 
Owned partly by 
government and partly 2 66.7 66.7 100.0 
private 
Total 3 100.0 100.0 

Majority (66.7%) of the respondents revealed that their companies were partly owned by 
the government and partly owned privately, this could indicate that the governm ent and 
the private owners of the companies examined had a role to play in addressing the 
challenges affecting mobile number portability and the strategies for addressing these 
challenges. 
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4.3 Challenges of Mobile Number Portability 
1 he challenge!!> affectmg Mobile Number Portability were examined Uuough asking 
re:spondents to rate.! vanous challenges on a five point scale of 1-5 with 1- indicating not 
at all 2 - indtcating little extent , 3- mdicating Moderate extent, 4 - indicating great 
extem and 5 indicating very great extent . The statistics descriptive statistics on the J I 
variable are presented on table 4.3, while the percentage charts for the II variables are 
presented on figure 4.1.-4.11. 
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Table .$.3: De criptive tati tic on challenge affecting mobile number 
portability 

j Chati'Cnges I Mean I 1 0 Deviation r td f:rror of Variance 
Mean 

I. Competition in 2.00 
pricing 1.000 .577 1.000 

2. Rivalry bctwt:en 3.33 .333 
company and it's .577 .333 
competitor:> 

3. Bu}er having 3 67 1.333 
Mrong influence in I 155 .667 
business 

4. Increased operating 2.33 I 528 .882 1.333 
cost:> 

5. Need to enhance 3.00 1.000 .577 2.333 
customer service 
level 

6. Customer 2.67 2.082 1.202 1.000 
migration to other 
networks 

7 Introducing or 2.33 1.528 .882 4.333 
promoting retention 
schemes 

8. Suppliers having 3.67 1.155 .667 1.333 
strong influence on 
business 

9. System failure or 2.33 1.528 .882 2.333 
teething issues 
during inception 

10. Advertising battles 3.67 2.000 1.155 4.000 
between company 
and it's competitors 

II. Investing and 3.00 1.155 .667 1.333 
research and 
development as 
well as 
empowering staff 

Mean Aggregate measure 

4.3.1 Competition in Pricing 

Competition was considered among the challenges facing mobile number portability to 

entrants of new p layers in the field. The respondent's opinion on the effect of competition 

was presented on Figure 4.1. 
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Table 4.3: Descriptive statistic on challenge affecting mobile number 
portability 

Ch:allcnec Mean ~TO De' tat ion Std Error of \ artance 
\1ea n 

I. Competition in 2.00 
1.000 .517 1.000 _p_ridng 

2. Rivalry bet~ecn 3.33 .333 
company and tt's .517 .333 
competitors 

3. Bu}er having 3.67 1.333 
strong influence in 1.155 .667 
business 

4. Increased operating 2.33 1.528 .882 1.333 
costs 

5 Need to enhance 3.00 I 000 .577 2.333 
customer servtce 
level 

6. Customer 2.67 2082 1.202 1.000 
mtgrauon to other 
neLworks 

7. Introducing or 2.33 1.528 .882 4.333 
promoting retention 
schemes 

8. Suppliers having 3.67 1.155 .667 1.333 
strong influence on 
business 

9. Sy~tc:m fa ilure or 2.33 1.528 882 2.333 
teething issues 
during inception 

10. Advertising battles 3.67 2.000 1.155 4.000 
between company 
and it's competitors 

II. lnvel>ting and 3.00 1.155 .667 1.333 
research and 
developmenr as 
well as 
empowering staff 

Mean Aggregate measure 

4.3.1 Competition in Pricing 

Competition was considered among the challenges facing mobile number portability to 

entrants of new players in the field. The respondent's opinion on the effect of competition 

was presented on Figure 4. 1. 
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Figure 4.1 Competition in pricing 

33.33 

Not at all UWe extent Moderate Extent 

There was mixed opinions among respondents in identifying competition as one of the 

chaJJenges facing mobile number portability. While there was a slight indication by 

33.3% of the respondents who said that competition affected was a challenge to mobile 

number portabi lity, evidence from 33.3% showed that it was not a major challenges as 

they gave it a rating of not all and to a little extent. 

4.3.2 Rivalry between mobile service providers 

The aspect of rivalry between mobile was considered to be among the challenges facing 

mobile number portability. The study therefore sought to establ ish this through 

examining the respondents rating on rivalry among mobile service providers as one of the 

challenges. The findings were represented on Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Riu lry bem een company and its competito~ 

70 

60 

Percent 

Moderate Extent Great Extent 

Rivalry among mobile service providers was rated moderate by 66.7% majority of the 

respondents, 33.3 °/o rated to a great extent the challenge of rivaJry . This indicated that 

rivaJry was among the challenges faced by mobile phone service providers in number 

portability strategy. 

4.3.3 Strong business influence by buyers 

The study sought to examine the influence of buyers on mobile number portabi lity. The 

findings to this regard were presented on Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Buyer ha,·ing strong inOuence in busine · 

10 

0~----~----~r---·--~L---~------~------~----J 

Moderate Extent Very Great Extent 

The study results reveal iliat buyers influence in business as a cha llenge towards mobi le 

number portability as rated to a moderate extent by 66.7% majority of the respondents 

while 33.3% rated it to a very great extent. The results strongly reveal that the influence 

of buyers is major challenge in mobile number portability in Kenya. 

4.3.4 StJ·ong bu iness influence by supplier 

Strong business influence by suppliers was considered to be among the challenges facing 

mobile number portability. In pursuit of examining this, respondents were asked to rate 

extent to which strong influence by suppliers was a challenge towards achieving mobile 

number portability. The findings were presented on Figure 4.3. 
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J1'igure ~.~: Supplier ha,·ing strong influence on busincs 
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Results from the findings reveal that strong on business by suppliers was found to be a 

challenge in mobile number portabi lity to a moderate extent by 66.7% majority of the 

respondents, while 33.3% the same was a challenge to mobile number portability to a 

large extent. The study fmdings evidently revealed that suppl iers had strong business 

influence on mobile service providers and hence posed a big challenge to mobile number 

ponability. 

4.3.5 Operating costs 

Like any other business, the cost of operation is considered a challenge to a business and 

organizations are always striving to create a balance between business costs and profit 

making objectives for businesses. The results of the respondents rating on operating costs 

as a challenge to Mobile Number Portability was presented on Figure 4.5. 
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~·igure 4.5: Increased operating co ts 
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There were mixed opinions among respondents as to the extent to which operating costs 
were a challenge to mobile number portability. Respondents opinions were divided 
amongst, not at all, little extent and great extent .This issue operating cost as a challenge 
towards mobile number portability seemed to be unequally shared amongst the mobile 
phone service providers. 

4.3.6 Enhance customer service level 

Customer service is increasingly becoming a critical component of any business 
operations. Any successful business venture will be geared towards increasing the 
customer service level in order to increase the level of customer satisfaction. In pursui t 
of examining the extent to which the need to enhance customer service was a chaJienge 
to mobile number portability. The study examined the respondents rating on the assertion 
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•·enhancing of cu tamer sen ice level as a challenge to mobile number portability. The 

study findings to thb effect \\ere presented on Figure 4.6. 

Figure -'.6: ~eed to enhance customer sen·ice level 
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L1ttle extent Moderate Extent Great Extent 

The study resuJts revealed that all respondents were different degrees agreeing that the 

need to enhance customer service level was a challenge to mobile number portability. 

This was indicated by opmions little extent, moderate extent and great extent distributed 

equally among the respondents. 

4.3.7 Customer migration to other networks 

Movement of customer to other networks might perhaps be the greatest challenge for 

mobile phone service providers. The study sought to establish the extent to which this 

was a challenge. The finding with regard to this was presented on Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: Customer migration to other nemorks 
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While some respondents indicated migration to other networks as major fears by indicate 

the degree to which migration was a challenge to a very great extent, other felt that the 

extent to which migration was a challenge was to a little extent while others said it was 

not a challenge at al l. 

4.3.8 Introducing or promoting retention schemes 

One of the greatest wishes for every business organization is to have loyal customers who 

will remain with the company despite any prevailing adverse conditions .The study 

examined the extent to which introduction or promoting of retention schemes was a 

challenge to mobile number portability . The study results were presented on Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Introducing or promoting retention cheme 
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The study results revealed that the opinions of respondents were diversified between, not 

at all. little extent and great extent. While some felt that introduction that it as a smaJI 

challenge. There was however some number of respondents who said that introduction or 

promoting of retention schemes was a challenge to mobi le number portability to a great 

extent. 

4.3.9 System failure or teething problems during inception 

Among the technological chaJlenges that mobile service providers were anticipated to 

face in mobile number transfer is systems failure. The study sought to examine the extent 

to which this was a challenge in mobile number portability in the companies examined. 

The study findings in response to this was presented on Figure 4.9. 
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Figure -t 9 ) tern fai lure or teething issue during inception 
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There was a diverted opinion on the extent to which systems failure or teething issues 

during deception was a challenge to mobile number portability. The findings indicated 

that opinions of the respondents was divided between not at all, little extent and great 

extent. While some respondents fell that systems failure was a great challenge to mobile 

number portability, some of the respondents felt it was a minor problem while others felt 

thattt was not a problem at all. 

4.3.10 Advertising battles between rival companies 

Advertising was among the challenges assumed to affect mobile number portability. The 

study finding examined the extent to which advertising battles between rival companies 

was a challenge to mobile number portability. The finding in response to this was 

presented on Figure 4.1 0. 
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Figure 4.10 Ad,·ertising battles between compan) and its competitor 
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The study findings revealed equal distribution of respondent's opinion at 33.33%. The 

opinions \>\ere distributed between not aiJ, moderate extent and very great extent. This 

indicated that advertising battle between mobile service providers was a great challenge 

in mobile number portability. 

4.3.11: Research and development 
The researcher considered research and development as one of the challenges facing 

mobile number portability. In pursuit of examining the extent to which it affected the 

process, the respondents were asked to rate their responses on the extent to which 

research and development was a challenge. 
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rigure 4.11: Jn,·e ting and research and development a\" ell a cmpo""ering !tlaff 

0~----~------,-------~----~------.-------~---__J 
Notal all Moderate Extent 

\Vhile majority of the respondents rated research and development as a challenge to 
mobile number portability to a moderate extent, 33.3% of the respondents said that 
research and development is not a challenge in mobile number portability. 

4.4 Strategies for copping up with challenge of mobile number 
portability 
The literature review identified various strategies aimed at coping with competition, cost, 
and competitiveness challenges frequently experienced by business organizations. As a 
strategy towards achieving mobile number portability, mobile service providers were 
assumed to have adopted some strategies which the study sought to examine. The study 
sought to examine the strategies adopted by mobile service providers in coping up with 

challenges affecting mobile number portability. Respondents were asked to rate different 
strategies on a scale of 1-5 that ranged from not at all, little extent, moderate extent, great 
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extent and \cry great extent. The results on the re:,ponJent:; rating was presented on 
Tnhlc4A. 

1 able 4.4 St rategies for coping l\ilh mobile number portability 
1 Mea~ 1 

Std 5-Very 4- Great I 3-Moderate ! 2-Little 1-nol 
trategics adopted 

Great extent extent utent at all 
by th e company 

ntent 

2.33 3.31 33.3% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 66.7% 
Low cost; under 

pricing to gain Market 

share 

Best cost; achieving 3.67 1.53 3.33% 3.33% 0.00% 0.00% 3.33% 
IO\\ costs while 

incorporating upscale 

attributes on the 

products and services 

Making products 4.67 0.57 66.7% 33.3% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
unique from the rest 

Focusing on a 3.67 1.56 33.3% 0.00% 66.7% 0.00% 0.00% 
par1icular market 

group using the low 

cost strategy. 

Focusing on a niche of 4.33 1.16 66.7% 0.00% 33.3% 0.00% 0.00% 
the market by 

differentiating 

products as per tastes 

and preferences. 

Forming of 2.00 1.73 0.00% 33.35 0.00% 33.3% 0.00% 

par1nerships and I alliances 
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Outsourcing: Forming 4.00 1.00 33.3% 33.3% 33.35 0.00% 0.00% 
out cenain value chain 

activities 10 outside 

\enders. 

Making unexpected/ 3.33 2.08 33.3 0.00% 33.3% 0.00% 33.3% 
unpredictable moves. 

--:---
Using a lot of 3.33 0.57 0.00% 66.7% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
advenising, 

promotions and give 

always. 

Training and 4.67 0.58 33.3% 66.7% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
empowering 

employees 

Investing in Research 3.67 1.16 33.3% 0.00% 66.7% 0.00% 0.00% 
and Development 

Presenting current 2.33 1.16 0.00% 0.00% 66.7% 0.00% 0.00% 
products and services 

to new markets 

Introducing new 3.33 0.58 0.00% 33.3% 66.7% 0.00% 0.00% 
products to new 

markets 

Promoting current 4.00 1.00 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 0.00% 0.00% 
products in presenr 

market 

Presenting new 4.67 0.58 33.3% 66.7% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

products to present 

market. 

Retrenchment or 3.67 2.31 66.7% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 33.3% 

Turnaround strategy 
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Among the ~trategies adopted by mobile service providers to deal with the challenges of 
mobile number portability included; use of best cost t.e. Companies striving to achieve 
low CO!St while incorporating upscale attributes on products and services, this \'fOs 
revealed h) respondents who gave this strategy a very great extent and great extent 
rating. l\fajority of the respondents agreed to a great extent that making products unique, 
from the rest was a stratt!gy they practiced to deal with mobile number portability 
challenges. 

No strong views raised on focusing on particular market group using low cost strategy as 
a strategy for countering mobile number portability challenges . Focusing on 
differentiation on a nkhe market was strongly rated by majorette (66.7%) of the 
respondents. While a few respondents said that the company practiced formation of 
partnerships and alliances, most (66.7%) of the respondents said that they did not have 
that practice. 

The companies examined were almost in agreement that they used outsourcing as a 
strategy to cope with challenges of mobile number portability. This was evidenced by 
very great extent rating, great extent rating and moderate extent rating indicated by 

33.3% of the respondents. 

It was evident from the respondents that the practice of making unexpected or 
unpredictable moves was a strategy towards addressing mobile number portability 
challenges. This was shown by 33.3% of respondents indicating that the practice was 
used to a very great extent ad moderate extent respectively. 

Advertisement was considered by majority of respondents (66.7%) as a practice that was 
moderately used to cope with mobile number portability challenges. However one of the 
comparues examined gave a strong rating on the extent to which it used the practice. 

Training and empowering employees could increase their knowledge capacity as well as 

their Jevel of efficiency in dealing with mobile number portabi lity challenges. An 
examination on the extent to which this practice was used revealed that 33.3% of the 
respondents said it was used to a great extent while 66.7% majority said it was used to a 
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moderate extent. The re~uhs re\'eal that Training and empO\\ering of employees therefore 

con~idered nn important strategy in coping up with the challenges of mobile number 

portabi lity. 

'J here wa:> evidence that investing in research and development was moderately practiced 

by mobile sen·ice providers. With a few of the respondents indicating that it was greatl y 

used. Preseming current products and services to new markets is a strategy that was 

moderately adopted by mobile companies as revealed by 66.7% of the respondents who 

c1ted that the practice was used to a moderate extent While majority of the respondents 

{66.7%) indicated retrenchment or turnaround as a strategy to cope up with challenges of 

mobile number portability. a few said they did not use the strategy at aiL This indicated 

that there was a difference in views regarding use of retrenchment or turnaround strategy 

to cope with chalJenges of mobile number portabil ity. 
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CIIAPTit:I~ FIVJ!:: S MMARY, CO 'L IO 
RfCOl\tl\1E DATIO . .. 

5.1 Introduction 

A D 

I his s tudy \\as carried out to examine the chalhmges afJecting mobile number portability 

by mobile service companie::. in Kenya. The summary of findings \\ere presented under 

the following subsections, background mformation, challenges facing mobile number 

portability and .strategic::. adopted by mobile service companies to dt!al with mobllt:! 

number portability . 

5.2 ummary 

Majority (66.7%) of the respondents confim1ed having worked for their respective 

organizations for a period of 3 years and below while 33.3% said that they had worked 

for a period of 5-7 years. 

l'vfajorit.> (66.7%) of the respondents revealed that their companies were partly owned by 

the government and partly owned privately, this could indicate that the government and 

the pnvale owners of the companies exan1ined had a role to play in addressing the 

challenges affecting mobile number portability and the strategies for addressing these 

challenges. TI1ere was m1xed opinions among respondents in identifying competition as 

one of the challenges facing mobile number portability. Rivalry among mobile service 

providers was rated moderately by 66.7% majority of the as a challenge affecting mobile 

number portability. 

The study results reveal that buyers influence in business as a challenge towards mobile 

number portability was rated to a moderate extent by 66.7% majority of the respondents 

while 33.3% rated it to a very great extent. Majority of the respondents rated research and 

development as a chaJlenge to mobile number portability to a moderate extent, 33, 3% of 

the respondents said that research and development not a challenge in mobile number 

portability. 

Among the strategies adopted by mobile service providers to deal with the challenges of 

mobile number portability included; use of best cost i.e. Companies striving to achieve 
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low cost \\ hilc incorporating upscale attributes on products and sen·iccs, this was 

revea led b) respondents who gave thb strotegy a very great extent and great extent 

mting. 

No strong view::; raised on focusing on panicular market group using low cost strategy as 

a stnuegy for countering mobile number ponability challenges . Focusing on 

differcmiation on a niche market was strongly rated by majority (66. 7%) of the 

rc:::,pondc:nts. \Vhile u few respondents said that the company practiced formation of 

partnershtps and alliances, most (66.7%) of the respondents said that they did not have 
that practice. 

It was e\ ident from the respondents that the practice of making unexpected or 

unpredictable moves was a strategy towards addressing mobile number portability 

challenges. This was shown by 33.3% of respondents indicatmg that the practice was 

used to a very great extent ad moderate extent respectively. 

Advertisement was considered by majority of respondents (66.7%) as a practice that was 

moderately used to cope with mobile number portability challenges. However one of the 

companies examined gave a strong rating on the extent to which it used the practice. 

Training and empowering employees could increase their knowledge capacity as well as 

their level of efficiency in dealing with mobile number portability challenges. An 

examination on the extent to which this practice was used revealed that 33.3% of the 

respondents said it was used to a great extent while 66.7% majority said it was used to a 

moderate extent. 

There was evidence that investing in research and development was moderately practiced 

by mobile service providers. With a few of the respondents indicating that it was greatly 

used. Presenting current products and services to new markets is a strategy that was 

moderately adopted by mobile companies as revealed by 66.7% of the respondents who 

cited that the practice was used to a moderate extent, while majority of the respondents 

(66.7%) indicated retrenchment or turnaround as a strategy to cope up with challenges of 

mobiJe number portability, a few felt said they did not use the strategy at all. 
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5.3 onclu ·ion 
The rc pondents inten.icwed indicnted an undcr!)tanding of the challenges affecting 
mobile number portability since it is a rect:ntly introduced concept in the mohlle mdu!)try. 
Both the government and private owners had were found to be key stakeholders faced by 
the challenge!) affecting mobile number portability and also in addressmg strategies these 
challenge:~. 

Rivalr) influence hy bu}ers, strong business influence by suppliers, operating costs, and 
advert ising was the challenges that all respondents were in agreement that it faced mobile 
phone number portabilit} System failure was found to be a challenge to some companies 
and not to others. 

Making products unique from the rest, focusing on differentiation on a niche market , 
outsourcing , making unexpected or unpredictable moves , was a strategy used by 
majority of the respondents to deal with challenge of mobile number portability 

Training and empowering of employees was considered an important strategy in coping 
up with the challenges of mobile number portability. Presenting current products and 
services to new markets is a strategy that was moderately adopted by mobile companies. 
Though retrenchment of turnaround was indicated as a strategy in dealing with mobile 
number portability, it was found that the strategy was not used by all mobile service 
providers. 

5.4 Recommendation for policy practice 
After successful completion of the study on the challenges affecting mobi le number 
portability, the foJiowing recommendations were made; Mobile service providers should 
make their products unique and work towards achievement of competitive advantages so 
as to increase their customer loyalty. Low costs as a result of price wars might be 
detrimental to all stakeholders in mobile service provision , it is therefore important for 
companies to adopt best price strategy as a way of coping up with competition while 
achieving profit making goals . 
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Training of employee:, wiJI increased their etticiency and competence in dealing with 

teething problems of mobile number portability. 1 his strategy should therefore be 

ndop1ed by all mobile sen icc providers. 

-.s Limitatio ns of the tudy 

fobile Numb~r Portability being a fairly new concept in the country the researcher found 

no references. It is also a concept that affects both the service providers and their 

cu.stomers ho\'.ever the study focuses on its ef1ect on service providers. Though the 

researcher intended to collect data from the entire population which is the four 

companies, data was only collected from three respondents. 

5.6 S uggestions for further studies 
A further study should be carried on other factors affecting Mobile Number Portability 

apart from the challenges and strategies covered in this study. Since the study focused 

on service providers , it is important that a similar study covering beneficiaries 

(Customers ) of mobile number portability process to estabHsh whether the challenges 

mentioned by service providers are similar challenges faced by the customers . 
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APPEt OJ 1: QUE TIO . . 1AIRE 
PART 0 ·E: BACKGROU ,D OF THE COMPA Y 

1. Name of the ~ompany 

2. Year of establishment 

3. Position of re~pondent in the organization. ____________ _ 

4. I low long have you been with the company? Kindly tick appropriate 

3 years and below [ ] 

3-5 years [ ] 

5-7 years [ ] 

Over 7 years ( ] 

5. Ownership of the company. Kindly tick appropriate 

Privately owned 

Fully owned by government 

[ ] 

[ ] 

Owned partly by Government and partly private. [ ] 
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P,~\Jt I' fWO: C HALLENGES Oil' MOBIIJ·: 'l'\IBER PORL\UIUT\' 

To what extent do you encounter each of the tollowing challenges as u result of Mobile 
umber Portability? Kindly rate on a five point scale where; 1-Nut at nil, 2= litth.: extent, 

3=Moderate extent, 4=Great extent, 5= Very great extent. (J'ick where appropriate.) 

5 4 ! J 2 1 Challenge~ Faced by the company I 

I 

!.Competition in pricing of products and services 

--
2 Rivalry between your company and its competitors 

3 Buyers having a strong influence in your business 

4. Suppliers having a strong influence in the business 

5. increasing operating costs e.g. Purchase of 1-

I Machinery and operating equipment, increased 
promotions and advenizing 

6. need to enhance customer service levels 

7. customers migrating to other networks 

8 Introducing or promoting retention schemes. Eg 

loyalty programs. 

9. system failure or teething issues during inception 

I 0. Advertising battles between your company and its 

competitors. 

I I. Investing in research and development as well as 

empowering staff. 
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Olher challenges encountered (specify below) 

PART THREE: TRATEGIES ADOPTED TO COPE WITH TilE 
CHALLENGE . 

To what extent do you practice each of the following strategies to counter competition as 
a result of Mobile Number Portability? Kindly rate on a five point scale where; 1 Not at 
all, 2~J ittle extent, 3-Moderate extent, 4=Great extent, 5- Very great extent. Tick where 
appropriate. 

5 4 3 2 1 trategies adopted by the company 

l .Low cost; under pricing to gain Market share 

2. Best cost; achieving low costs whi le incorporating 

upscale attributes on the products an services 

3. Making products unique from the rest 

4. Focusing on a particular market group using the 

low cost strategy. 

5. focusing on a niche of the market by differentiating 

products as per tastes and preferences. 

6. Forming of partnerships and alliances 
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7. Outsourcing: Fom1ing out cenain \'alue chain 

cth ities to out ide \enders. 

8. Making unexpecrcd/unpredicrahlc: moves. 

1-
9. Using a lot of advertising, promotions and gi\'C 

ownys. 

I 0. Truining and ~mpowcring ~mployces 

O.Investmg in Research and Development 

12. Presenting current products and services to new 

markets 

13. Introducing new products to new markets 

---14. Promoting current products in present market 

15. Prt!senting new products to present market. 

I 6. Retrenchment or Turnaround strategy 

Other adopted strategies. (Kindly specify) 

Which among these strategies have been most effective? (Kindly specify) 
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